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It is shown that the first-order arithmetic A[P(x), 2x, x -I- 11 with two functions 2r, 
x + 1 and a monadic predicate symbol P(x) is undecidable, by using a kind of two- 
dimensional finite automata, called finite causal ws-systems. From this immediately follows 
R. M. Robinson’s result, which says that the monadic second-order theory with two 
functions 2x, x + 1 is undecidable. This is also considered as an improvement on 
H. Putnam’s result about the undecidability of the first-order arithmetic with addition 
and a monadic predicate symbol. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well-known that the weak monadic second-order theory of successor has a close 
relation to finite automata theory and its decision problem is shown by Biichi [l] to be 
solvable. On the other hand, Putnam [Sj proved that the decision problem of the first-order 
arithmetic with addition and a single monadic predicate symbol (in our notation, 
A[P(x), x + y] with equality) is unsolvable. Also, R. M. Robinson has proved the 
undecidability of the monadic second-order theory with two functions 2x, x + 1 (see 
[6j and also [2]). In this paper, we will show that the first-oder arithmetic A[P(x), 2x, 
x + l] with two functions 2x, x + 1 and a single monadic predicate symbol P(x) (and 
without equality) is also undecidable. Clearly, this implies both Putnam’s and Robinson’s 
results. Similarly as in [4], our proof is based on the idea of reducing the satisfiability 
problem for the above arithmetic to the meeting problem (A) of finite causal &-systems 
proposed by the second author [3]. A finite causal w2-system is a hind of a two-dimensional 
finite automaton and it is proved in [3] that the meeting problem of the finite causal 
w2-systems is unsolvable, by reducing it to the halting problem of Turing machines. 
Thus, our result may be considered as an interesting application of the theory of such 
two-dimensional finite automata. 
In Section 2, we will introduce two types of modified systems of finite causal w2-systems 
and will prove that the meeting problems of these modified systems are also unsolvable. 
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Applying the method developed in [2] to these modified systems, we will show in 
Section 3 that the first-order arithmetic A[(P;(x)),, ,2x, x + I] with functions 2x, x + 1 
and countably many monadic predicate symbols PI(x), Pa(x),... is undecidable. As a 
corollary of this theorem, we will show the undecidability of A[P(x)2x, x + l] in 
Section 4. To prove this, we will use the technique of coding of these predicate symbols 
by one predicate symbol P(x). 
2. MODIFIED SYSTEMS OF FINITE CAUSAL &SYSTEMS 
In this section, we will introduce two types of modified finite causal &systems. 
We will pay our attention in this paper only to finite causal &%ystems whose input 
symbol is one letter II, though our modification stated here can be easily extended to 
arbitrary finite causal wa-systems. 
First, we will give some explanations of finite causal wa-systems. For our present 
purpose, it is sufficient to define a finite causal w2-system S (with the input symbol a) 
as a quintuple (Q, qr , or , 72 , T), where 
(1) Q is a nonempty finite set called the set of state, 
(2) qr is an element of Q called the initial state, 
(3) -rl and 72 are functions from Q x (a) to Q, called the first and the second 
neighboring state function, respectively. T is a function from Q x Q x (a} to Q called 
the neighboring state function. Sometimes, these three functions are called simply 
neighboring state functions. 
Intuitively, the action of a finite causal w2-system S can be explained as follows. Let’s 
consider an infinite array of cells, all alike, on two-dimensional plane. More precisely, 
each cell is placed at a coordinate (m, n) for some m, n E iV+ (the set of positive integers). 
Since the set of input symbols of our system S is the singleton set (a}, each cell receives 
the input a. At time t = 0, each cell of S is supposed to be in a quiescent state. Then at 
time t = 1, (1, I)-cell (the cell placed at the coordinate (1, 1)) falls into the initial 
state q1 and keeps the state qI since then. In general, at time t = K, each (m, %)-cell such 
that m + n = k + 1 changes its state into another stable state, depending on neighboring 
state functions. To explain this transition explicitly, suppose that each (m’, n’)-cell such 
that m’ + n’ < k has fallen already into a new state. If (K - 1, I)-cell takes the state qi 
and rl(qi , a) = qj , then (k, I)-cell will fall into the state qj . Similarly, if (1, k - I)-cell 
takes the state qi and r2(qi, a) = qj , then (1, k)-cell will fall into the state qj . Also, 
if m, n > 1 and m + n = k + 1 and moreover if (m, n - I)-cell and (m - 1, n)-cell 
take the states qi and qj respectively and $qi, qj , a) = qlc , then (m, n)-cell will fall 
into the state qk (see Figure 1). So, each cell will fall into some new state some time later 
and keeps the state since then. Notice that the input symbol a plays no essential role in 
the above definition. 
Each finite causal &system determines a function T+ from N+ x N+ to the set Q 
by the condition Tt(m, n) = qi if (m, n)-cell takes finally the state qi . We call Tt the 
standard allocation function. Let q6 be an arbitrary state of a finite causal w2-system S 
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with the initial state qi . Then, we say that S meets with a state qs under starting from 
ql if ~*(?a, n) = qs for some m, n E N+ , where T+ is the standard allocation function deter- 
mined by S. The meeting problem (A) of finite causal w2- systems is the decision problem 
introduced in [3], which says that 
to decide, for an arbitrary given finite causal &-system with one input symbol, whether 
or not it will meet with a given special state under starting from a given initial state. 
It is proved in [3] that the meeting problem (A) is unsolvable. 
Here, we will compare this definition with the original one in [3]. As we will pay our 
attention only to the meeting problem, we have made some simplifications in the above. 
Since the set A of input symbols of our present systems consists of one letter a, &xw 
contains only one function, which we call x0. Let ql = T*(qo, x0, 1, l), where q. is an 
initial state (in the original sense) of a finite causal w2-system S. Then, for any m, n > 1, 
the value T*(qo , x0, m, n) is determined only by m, n and q1 . So, we say in this paper 
that the state q1 is the initial state of S, instead of saying that q. is the initial one. Clearly, 
T* and the allocation function 7’ are related with each other as 
T+(m, n) = T*(qo , X0, m, ?Z) 
for every m, n E N+ . It should be noticed that these simplifications do not affect the 
unsoivability of the meeting problem. 
Next, we will transform the representation of coordinates of each cell of a given finite 
causal w2-systems S = (Q, ql , 71 , T~, T) with the standard allocation function Tt in the 
orthogonal coordinate system into one in a skew coordinate system. More precisely, 
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consider a mapping 4 from the set N+ x IV+ to the set {(x, y); x, y E N4 and y < x) 
defined by 
e% 4 = (m + n - 1, n) for m,n>l. 
Clearly, $ is bijective and +-l(m, n) = (m - it + 1, n). Let p+ be a function defined by 
p’(m, n) = T+(p(m, n)). 
Then, we have that 
P’(l, 1) = 91 9 
Clt(m, 1) = qi for m > 1 if pt(m - 1, 1) = qiandT1(qi, a) = qj, 
tl+(w m) = 43 for m > 1 if pt(m - 1, m - 1) = qjand (1) 
72(!71 9 4 = 43 9 
~+(m, 4 = qk for l<n<m if ~t(m-l,n-l)=q,, 
pt(m-l,n)=qjand~(qs,qi,a)=qr. 
Thus, pt can be considered as a kind of an allocation function. So, we call it the allocation 
function of the second type (see Figure 2a). A modified system of a finite causal w2-system 
S = (Q, a, 71,72, 7) with the allocation function pt of the second type, instead of 9, 
is called a modified finite causal &‘-system of the second type, abbreviated as an MFC- 
system of the second type. Since $ is bijective, we have immediately the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The meeting problem of MFC-systems of the second type is unsolvable. 
We define another kind of an allocation function ut from the set {(x, y); x, y E IV+ 
and y < x] to Q as follows. 
a'(19 1) = e , 
a+@, 1) = e for m > 1 if at(m - 1, 1) =q~anddqt,4 =q;, 
at(m, 4 = 9j for m>l if crt(m-l,m-l)=qjand (2) 
72(Qi 9 4 = 43 9 
u+(m, 4 = qb for 1 < 71 < m if at(m, tl - 1) = qi , 
at(m-l,n)=q,and7(qi,q3,u)=qk. 
Notice that the definition of functions a+ and pt differs only for the case when 1 < n < m. 
We call a+ the allocation function of the third type (see Figure 2b). A modified finite 
causal w2-system S = (Q, q r , 7r , ~a , 7) with the allocation function a+ of the third 
type is called a modified finite causal w2-system of the third type, abbreviated as an 
MFC-system of the third type. 
We will show that the meeting problem of MFC-systems of the third type is also 
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FIGURE 2 
unsolvable. Let S = (Q, qI , TV, TV, T) be any MFC-system of the second type with 
the allocation function pt. Then, define S’ to be an MFC-system of the third type with 
the allocation function u+, by 
(1) s’ = (Q x Q, (q1, a), ~1, 7; > ~‘1, 
(2) Ti((qh , qi), 4 = hi , 4j) for any qh E Q if 5ki , 4 = 4$ , 
t3) i((!li 9 4th u) = (% Y %) if T&i , 4 = qj , 
(4) +lh y 4A (c7j , %A, 4 = (qt , qk) for any qh , qm. E Q if +li , Qj , 4 = 4k . 
We can show the following lemma by induction. 
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LEMMA 2. 
(1) For m > 1, p+(m, m) = q6 in S ;f and only if a+(m, m) = (qi , pi) in S’. 
(2) For m > n > 1, p+(m - 1, n) = pi and p+(m, n) = qi in S if and only if 
u+(m, n) = (qi , qj) in S’. 
THEOREM 3. The meeting problem of MFC-systems of the third type is unsolvable. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Let S be any MFC-system of the second type with the 
initial state or . Then as mentioned above we can construct an MFC-system S’ of the third 
type with the initial state (qr , qI), for which Lemma 2 holds. Let Q be the set of states of 
S and qs be a state of S. By our assumption, we can decide whether there exist m, n such 
that o+(m, a> = (4, qJ in S’ for each state q in Q. Consequently, we can decide whether 
for some q in Q there exist m, n such that u+(m, n) = (q, qs), since Q is finite. SO, by 
Lemma 2 we can decide whether there exist m, n such that p+(m, n) = qs . But this 
contradicts Theorem 1. 
3. UNDECIDABILITY OF A[(P,(x)),,, , 2x, x + l] 
We will show that the satisfiability problem for the first-order arithmetic LI[(P~(x))~,, , 
2x, x + 11 is unsolvable. Take an arbitrary MFC-system S of the third type with 
neighboring state functions rr , ra , 7 and the allocation function a+ of the third type. 
Suppose that the set of states of S is {ql , qz ,..., qT) and that q1 is the initial state. 
Now we will construct a formula B, corresponding to the MFC-system S and a state 
q6 of S. Hereafter, we sometimes write Pdi+r(x) as Di(x), P4i+2(x) as H,(x), Paifs as 
W) and f’ai+d x as Xi(x) for i 3 0 for the sake of brevity. We define formulas TO , ) 
T&; i, j), T,(x; i, j), Tdx; i, j, A), T.&; i, j, K), Ts(x; i, j) for 1 < i, j, K < Y and 
T&w; i, j) for 1 < i, j < 4r in the following. But T,(x; i, j) is defined only for such i, j 
that Tl(qi , a) = qj . Also, ?‘a@; i, j) is defined for such i, j that ~~(4~ , a) = qj , 
T&x; i, j, K) and T&; i, j, k) for such i, j, k that T(qi , qi , a) = qk and T&x; i, j) for 
such i, j that i # j. 
To ++ ~Y(&(Y) * f&(2~)) if a+(2, 1) = qiO, 
T,(x; 6 j) +-+ [H&4 - (H&9 A &(2x + I))], 
T&; i, j) ++ [W4 -+ Q(2x + I)], 
T&x; i, j, 4 t-) [(Rj(x + 1) A X(2x)) - (&(2(x + 1)) A -&(2(x + 1) + I))], 
T~(x; i, j, A) H [(Dj(x + 1) A (%(2x) v R&Z))) + &(2(x + l))lt 
Ts(X; i, j) +i [(X,(X + 1) A (Hd(2X) V Rj(2X) V X,(2X))) 
--+ (-&G+ + 1)) * &(2(x + 1) + l))l, 
T6(x; i, j) t3 7(P&) A Pi(x)>. 
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Let B, be the formula defined by 
B, f-) T, A A VxT,(x; i, j) A A VxT&; i, j) 
i,j i,i 
A A VxT,(x; i, j, k) A A VxT,(x; i, j, k) 
i,i.k i,j.k 
A A vxT,(x; i, j) A A VxT,(x; i, j) 
i,j i.j 
A vx --@6(X) v H,(x) v h(x)), 
where each i$ VxT,(x; i, j) (or i,Ak VxT&; i, j, k)) means the conjunction of formulas 
VxTh(x; i, j) [or VxTh(x; i, j, k)) for i, j (and k) such that Th(x; i, j) (or Th(x; i, j, k), 
respectively) is defined. Clearly, B6 is a formula of the language L, of A[(Pi(x)),, , 
2x, x + I]. A formula F of L, is said to be satisfiable in N if there is a structure with 
the domain N giving an interpretation of each predicate symbol P,(x) in F, in which F 
is true. 
LEMMA 4. If an MFC-system S of the third type does not meet with a state qs under 
starting from q1 , then B, is sati@able in N. 
Proof. Let ti(~~) = 2x + 1. Then we can show that a”(l) = 2”t1 - 1 for n 3 0. 
Let Pm,, denote the number 2~-n~n-1(1) (=2” - 2”7 for 1 < n < m. It is easily 
verified that 
1 = Pl,l <P&l < P,,, < ..’ < P,?,,l < Pm,2 < “’ 
<pm,, < Pm.k+l < “’ < f&n < P”~+l,l < “’ . 
Now, we define a structure M with the domain N, in which each predicate symbol in 
B, can be interpreted as follows. 
For 1 <i < Y, 
(1) D,(x) is true in M if and only if for some n > I, x = p,,, and o’(n, n) = qi , 
(2) Hi(x) is true in M if and only if for some m 3 2, x = pm,r and a+(m, 1) = qi , 
(3) &(x) is true in M if and only if for some m, n such that 1 < n < m, x = p,,,, 
and o+(m, n) = qi , 
(4) X,(x) is true in M if and only if for some m, n such that 1 < n < m, p,,,, < 
x < Pm,n+1 and u+(m, n) = qi . 
To facilitate the understanding of the definition of M, we illustrate our idea in Figure 3 
and 4. In Figure 3, an example of a beginning part of a+ is presented. In each square, the 
coordinate (m, n) of the square and the state u+(m, n) are written. The corresponding 
interpretation given by the structure M is illustrated in Figure 4. The natural number k 
and the (unique) predicate symbol which is true for k are written in each square. 
We must show that formulas T a ,..., i$ VxT,(x; i, j) are true in M. Since Or(l) A E&8(2) 
holds, T,, is true in M. As for other cases: we will only give a proof for i tK VxT,(x; i, j, h). 
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Suppose that both I?& + 1) and X,(2x) are true. By the definition of M, for some m, n 
such that 1 < n < m, x + 1 = p,., and u+(m, n) = q5 , and for some m’, n’ such that 
1 < n’ < m’,p,*,,* < 2~ < P,,,s,,,~+~ and o+(m', n’) = pi. Thus x = p,,, - 1 and hence 
P m’.n’ < 2Pm.n - 2 < Pm~,,i+l . But 2pm.n = p,+l,,, . Thus, 
(5) Pd.ti <Pm,,, G Pd,d, + 1. 
Then, the left inequality of (5) implies that 
(6) eitherm’=m+landn’<n,orm’<m+l. 
r r-i 4k3 (4,4) 
r 
q. ‘k 
(3;:) (4J) 
‘i q. 
(2,:) 
‘1 qkl 
(3,2) (4,2) 
91 qi 4. 0 ‘0 qkO 
(1,l) (2,l) (3,l) (4,l) 
FIGURE 3 
Let us suppose thatp,,,,,,, = p,*,,,l, + 1. This occurs only if either m’ = m + 1 = n 
andn’+2=n,orm’=n’+l,m’+l =m+l andn=l(seeFigure4).Butfor 
both cases the contradiction arises, since we assume that 1 < n < m. Therefore, by (5) 
P nw1.n < Pd,n’+1 + 1 and hence p,,,, < p,,,n,+l . From this it follows that 
(7) eitherm+l <m’,orm+l =m’andn<n’+l. 
By (6) and (7), m’ = m + 1 and n’ = n - 1. But the formula T,(x; i, j, k) is constructed 
corresponding to the state transition r(ql , qj , a) = qk . Since a+(m + 1, n - 1) = 
u+(m), n’) = qt and u+(m, n) = qj , u+(m + 1, n) = q* . Thus $(2(x + 1)) is true in 
M since 2(x + 1) = P,+~,~ andn<m<m+l.Ontheotherhand,sincex+1= 
P 7n.n < Pm,?a, 3 
2(x + 1) = P7n+1.* < 2(x + 1) + 1 < 2Pm*?a+1 = Pm+m+1 - 
Thus Xk(2(x + 1) + 1) is also true in M. Hence we have proved that VxZ’,(x; i, j, h) is 
true in M. Other cases can be proved sirnilarly. By our assumption that 5’ does not meet 
with q6 , the formula Vx T Q&(x) v H,(x) v I&(x)) is also true in M by the definition 
(1) (2), (3) of M. Thus our lemma follows. 
We show that the converse of Lemma 4 also holds. 
LEMMA 5. If B8 is satisfiable in N, an MIX-system S of the third type does not meet 
with a state qs under starting from ql . 
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Proof. Let M’ be a structure in which B, is true. Since To is true in M’, there exists 
c E N such that III(c) and HiO(2c) are true. Define p&,, = 2m-nan-1(c). We can show by 
induction on s that 
(1) whenph,, < s < p$,a and m > 1, H,(p&,,) and X&) are true in M’ for any x 
such that p& -=z x f s if and only if a+(m, 1) = qk , 
(2) when P& d s < P&,+I and 1 -=z 11 < m, R,(p~,,) and X,(x) are true in M’ 
for any x such that p&,, < x < s if and only if a+(m, n) = qk , 
(3) when s = p&,, and m 3 1, &(s) is true in M’ if and only if u+(m, m) = qa . 
Now suppose that S meets with qs . Then for some m, n, o+(m, n) = q8. Then by 
(1), (2) and (9, either H&&J or &(p&) or D,(p&J must be true in M’. But this 
contradicts the assumption that Vx 7 (D,(x) v Ha(x) v R,(x)) is true in M’. 
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THEOREM 6. Thefirst-order arithmetic A[(Pi(~))iEN , 2x, x + l] is undecidable. 
Proof. Let S be any MFC-system of the third type and qa be one of states of S. 
By Lemmas 4 and 5, the formula Bs is satisfiable in N if and only if S does not meet 
with qa . Thus, the satisfiability problem for A[(Pi(x))i,N, 2x, x + I] must be un- 
solvable, since the meeting problem of MFC-systems of the third type is unsolvable by 
Theorem 3. 
4. UNDECIDA~ILITY OF ALP(x), 2.x, x + I] 
Using Theorem 6, we will prove that the first-oder arithmetic A[P(x), 2x, x + 11 
with only one monadic predicate symbol P(x) is also undecidable. As in Section 3, we 
assume that an MFC-system 5’ of the third type under consideration has states ql. ,..., qr . 
We encode predicate symbols PI(x), P,Jx),..., P&x) by using only the predicate symbol 
P(x). Let u be the minimum number such that r + 4 < 2”. Intuitively, our method of 
coding corresponds to the representation of a number 4i + t for 0 < i < I and 1 ,< 
t < 4 by a sequence of binary digits 0 **a 010 *** 010 *.* 0 of length 2”, in which the 1 
appears in tth and (; + 5)th places from the left. For example, 2 = 4 x 0 + 2 is 
represented by 
010010 . . . . . . 0. 
-__I 
4 2”-4 
Now corresponding to each predicate symbol 4(x) for 1 < K < 4r, we define a 
formula Qk(x) of the language L, of A[P(x), 2 X, x + l] as follows. For 0 < i < Y and 
l,(t,(4, 
Qai+t(x) ++ 4V‘x) * .*- A -lP(2”x + t - 2) A P(2”x + t - 1) 
ATP(2Ux+t)A .*.hTP(2Ux+i+3) 
A P(2”x+i+4) A TP(2”x+i+5) A *** 
A -lP(2”x + 2” - 1). 
Let BL be th formula (of L,) obtained from B, by replacing each occurrence of Pk(w) in 
B, by QK(zu) for any k such that 1 Q k < 4~. Recall here that each of predicate symbols 
D,(X), E&(x), &(x) and X,(x) is of the form 4(x). 
A formula F of L, is satisfiable in N if there is a structure with the domain N giving an 
interpretation of the predicate symbol P(x), in which F is true. 
LEMMA 7. Bj is satisfiable in N if and only if B, is satisjable in N. 
Proof. Suppose that Bi is true in a structure MI . We define a structure Mi for the 
language LI as follows. 
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For 1 < k < 4r and 12 E N, P*(n) is true in i$ if and only if Q&Z) is true in M1 . It 
follows immediately that B6 is true in MI . Conversely suppose that Bs is true in a structure 
M, . Then, there exists c E N such that D,(C) and H,,( c are true. For any natural number ) 
n > 0, define ti by 
1 
c 
n = ;z: + (n - Pm,k) 
if 12 = Pm,m 
if prn.k < n < hk+l . 
Remark that for any n > 0, 12 is either of the form p,,, or p,,,, i, n < P~,~,~+~ for some 
mr k and P&w - Piz,n: = Ppn,k+l -&r&k for any c > 0. By the proof of Lemma 5 
and the assumption that T&x; ;, j) is true in M, , we can show that for any natural 
number II > 0, there exists a unique k for 1 < k < 4~ such that PR(fi) is true in L%fz. 
We define a structure Mi for the language L, as follows. 
(1) If 0 < y < 2”, P(y) is false in M; . 
(2) If y 3 2” then there exist unique x and j such that y = 2”~ + j, x > 0 and 
0 < j < 2”. As mentioned above, there exists a unique K such that P&V) is true in M2 . 
Let k := 4i + t for 0 < i < T and 1 < t < 4. Then P(y) is true in Mi if and only if 
eitherj := 1 - 1 orj = i + 4. 
Then it can be easily verified that P,(S) is true in M2 if and only if Sk(n) is true in M2 
for any k and n. So Bi is true in Mi . 
By Lemmas 4, 5 and 7, we have that an MFC-system S of the third type does not meet 
with a state qs under starting from q1 if and only if BL is satisfiable in N. Thus we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. The jrst-order arithmetic A[P(x), 2x, x + l] is undecidable. 
COROLLARY 9 (R. M. Robinson). The monadic second-order theory with two functions 
2.7, x + 1 is undecidable. 
COROLLARY 10 (H. Putnam). TheJirst-order arithmetic A[P(x), x + y] is undecidable. 
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